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Benjamin Franklin Seen with German Eyes: 
Selective Co-optations by German Authors

This essay examines German perceptions of Benjamin Franklin’s life and work. 
The approach is that of an overview, letting a few representative writers come to 
word. Any retrospective of American influences on Germany over time will always 
be subject to a measure of bias, caused by the consequences of the Second World 
War. Notwithstanding the “many faces’’ of Franklin that will be alluded to in the 
following, he is seen here in the main as anticipating an American pragmatism that 
differs markedly from the idealist preoccupations of German thought. The thesis of 
Franklin, endorsed here, as a teacher of democracy not heeded at a critical point in 
German history is informed by a decided partisanship on the author’s part for the 
American way as pioneered and lived by the Philadelphian sage. The flaws in Franklin’s 
character and conduct, so very much present in the critical eyes o f his countrymen, 
tend to be overlooked by his European admirers in the light o f his virtues and 
accomplishments.

The impressive range of American Franklin scholarship, was expanded recently 
with the publication of Larry' E. Tisch’s volume, presenting the papers given at a 
symposium on “Franklin and Women” and H. W. Brands’s biography of “The First 
American.”* The views of American critics, conveniently assembled by Brian M. 
Barbour, of Franklin’s many-sided face—or “multiple selves”—help the newcomer 
to the field find his bearing.^ The flaws found by modern critics in Franklin’s character 
and conduct make the reader of the idealized early German views pause. More telling 
yet is the criticism of Thoreau, Emerson, Hawthorne, Cooper, Poe, and Melville, 
summarized by Barbour: “so fiindamental is the criticism of Franklinian assumptions 
carved out by the greatest American writers of the nineteenth century that in the 
twentieth novelists like Fitzgerald [Ga/ŝ ] and Faulkner found it obviously fiere to 
exploit.”  ̂ Though Barbour may be correct in finding the famous D. H. Lawrence 
essay “neither gratutious nor unprecedented” and in seeing it as a response within an 
established tradition,^ Lawrence’s contemptuous depiction of “Old Daddy Franklin” 
as a “cunning little Benjamin” who “drew up for himself a creed that should ‘satisfy 
the professors of every religion, but shock none,”’ continues to shock modern 
sensibilities.* Franklin’s German admirers certainly would have been offended had 
such slanderous accusations reached their ears. How many'— ând which—of Franklin’s 
many selves, self-made or induced by the circumstances of his life, did German eyes
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get to see?'’
Germans certainly had a representative selection of Franklin’s writings in 

translation available at an early date, followed by an unbroken stream of further 
translations amounting, all of them by the year 1906 to eighty-three entries diligendy 
assembled in a 1915 University of Pennsylvania dissertation.’  The vast majority of 
these entries feature the Autobi(^raphy and The Way to Wealth, with due attention also 
paid during the early years to the electrical experiments and to the Franklin stove. A 
cursory survey of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century German writers reveals a 
striking tone of matter-of-fact familiarity with Franklin’s accomplishments. This 
familiarity may be said to speak out of Lessing’s casual allusion to the electrical spark 
of faith in the paraljiic to whom it did not matter whether Franldin’s or Nollet’s views 
were correct, and Goethe’s eulogy in Dichtung und Wahrheit celebrating the 
“incomparable” Justus Moser, comparable to no one but Franklin.® Carl van Doren 
singles out Kant’s tribute to Franklin that “here was another hero of the human race 
. . .  a new Prometheus who had stolen fire from heaven,’” and Georg Friedrich 
Lichtenberg, struck by the profound balance of Franklin’s creative imagination and 
scientific rigor, called him “a man of Keplerian nobility.”'® Franklin was looked up to 
as the “intellectual father” of the problems setting Lichtenberg and Wilson apart in 
1779 in regard to the most desirable shape of the lightning conductor."

But the most perceptive appreciation of Franklin during this particular period of 
his reception in Germany is found in the writings and correspondence of Johann 
Gottfried Herder. Going beyond the casual allusions of his contemporaries to the 
world-famous inventor and statesman. Herder co-opted Franklin in the round as the 
epitome of his own ideal o f humanity, and he erected for him, in his Briefe ^  
Beforderung der Humanitdt, a lasting memorial.”  One of the earliest references to 
Franklin in Herder’s works is found in the first volume of his magnum opus, his 
widely known Ideen of 1784, where Franklin is listed among a group of the outstanding 
natural scientists of the century whose works promise to throw light on the evolution 
of human diversity in nature.” Franklin’s “electrical spark,” here and elsewhere in 
Herder’s writings, constitutes a major factor in his speculations on the mysteries of 
life. But it is in Franklin’s Autobiography and his Miscellaneous Writings that Herder 
finds a kindred soul, a model for his ideal of Humanitdt.'* Herder’s Humanitdtsbriefe, 
published during the years from 1793 to 1797, continue the major theme that runs 
through his Ideen, humanity’s ascent to Humanitdt. And they open with Herder’s 
memorial to Franklin.'®

Herder concentrates on Franklin’s Autobiography and the “Rules for a Club 
Established for Mutual Improvement,” both of which tie in closely with his objective 
in the Humanitdtsbri^e, the ever closer advancement toward perfection by means of 
autonomous growth in terms of individuation as well as social cohesion.'® Herder 
preeminendy values the “sense of Humanitdt' in Franklin, which characterizes even 
“the least of his writings,” and he calls him “the most noble popular author of the 
century,” whose principles, if  adhered to by only one people in all of Europ>e, would 
have an unimaginable impact.'’  Herder sees Franklin’s Autobioff-aphy as the opposite 
of Rousseau’s Confessions, with the latter almost always led astray by his phantasy.
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whereas the former never was “bereft of his sound reason, his untiring diligence, his 
politeness, his practical ingenuity, and, I am inclined to say, his many-sided cleverness 
and calm fortitude.”'* Herder knows no other recent book so well suited to serve as a 
guide for young people “to diligence, prudence and morality”; thus, it is not the 
creator of the theory of electricity and of the harmonica” who is his hero, but the 
man open to all “that is useful and true, the most accessible and pragmatic thinker. 
He, the teacher of humankind, the guide of a grand human community’ who is to be 
our model.'* Herder’s paean to Franklm’s ̂ utobii^api^  is then followed by a detailed 
discussion of the “Rules for a Club Established for Mutual Improvement drawn up 
by the young Franklin and his like-minded companions in 1728.™ (For a discussion 
of Herder’s acquaintance with Franklin’s Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical Pieces, 
the appendix of which contained the “Rules,” and for a discussion of the possibility 
that Herder presented an earlier version of this paper to the Freitagsgesellschafi, chaired 
by Goethe at the Weimar court, see the relevant passages in Haym and Suphan, cited 
in note 14.) Aside from the intriguing possibility of a connection between artisan 
efforts at individual and collective self improvement in Philadelphia and their much 
later counterpart in the refinement of a German ducal court. Herder s reformulation 
in the Humanitdtsbriefe of his prior version of Franklm’s “Rules serves also as an 
effective call to arms in the quest for the advancement of Humanitdt initiated by the 
publication of the first Collection o f the hitters. Herder’s reading of the young Franklin s 
“Club” strikingly captures the needs of an unfolding colonial society; at the same 
time, it challenges the ever more distorted priorities of a European order threatened 
by impending Jacobin terror. He admires Franklin’s vision of the social order as the 
very basis of Humanitdt. An association of human souls, a mutual fund of achieved 
insights and intellectual capital, multiplies infinitively the yield of human cogiution 
and practical competencies.^' It remains to be seen whether Herder s claim, in 
introducing Franklin’s “Rules,” that Franklin’s “Philadelphia . . .  may be anywhere” is 
sustainable. The perception gained by some o f the “German eyes’ presented in the 
following seem to suggest strongly that this is so, whereas others take exception.^ 
The frequent allusions to Franklin in Herder’s wntings, appearing in the context of a 
broad variety of topics reflecting the astounding diversity and modernity of the 
Herderian world view, suggest that he saw Franklin’s Philadelphia extending in time 
as well as space.

A significant contribution to the appreciation of Franklin’s impact on German 
letters was made by Ursula Wertheim, who published her 1956 essay in East Germany 
and related his rise from obscurity to prominence and affluence to the ideological 
presuppositions of her day.“  Wertheim sees the German intelligentsia’s concern with 
the events in North America determined by three “closely related and yet clearly 
distinct” factors, “ . . .  firstly, there are the general political and military developments; 
secondly, there is the outstanding personality of Franklin; and thirdly, the immediate 
involvement of German princes with England in terms of the sale of soldiers. 
Wertheim views the enthusiastic reception of Franklin by the German intelligentsia 
during the revolutionary age as the celebration of a “demythologized Prometheus, of 
a “popular tribune” and citizen of lowly origins who became a s^mibol of the *New
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World” and of a new age.^
Wertheim richly documents the interaction of these three factors which were 

arousing interest in Germany by reference to a broad range of writers, with particularly 
telling citations from Schiller, Schubart, and Georg Forster. The obituaries produced 
by the latter two German radicals at the rime of Franklin’s passing in 1790 are notable 
still because of the mixture of sober realism and effusive devotion that marks them. 
So, Forster pointed out that the Americans would have gained their independence 
also without the participation of Franklin, but that his exemplary teachings on moral 
freedom and the sacred respect for reason in the makeup of each human being have 
created an “eternal bulwark against the tyranny of arbitrary power.” And Schubart 
took note, after sincere expressions of sjanpathy and reverence, that the lifelong 
Christian Franklin was also possessed by a “greed for gold” which enabled him to 
leave to his only daughter, Madame Bache, an enormous fortune, “little of which he 
enjoyed himself because of his almost miserly moderation.’’^ Wertheim’s contribution 
makes clear how widely Franklin was known and appreciated in German learned circles 
during the revolutionary age.

German awareness of Franklin may indeed be said to have ranged from grateful 
and admiring popular acclaim, reaching in van Doren’s words “ . . .  far beyond those 
who did or could read his books . . . ” to the perceptive appreciation of the innermost 
working of his mind by the luminaries of the age. The exalted \ision of Franklin as the 
supreme representative of Humanitat, exemplified by Herder and his contempo-raries, 
was bound to undergo during the nineteenth centurj' the kind of leveling that befell 
much of the German classical heritage. Some of the subtitles of the German editions 
of Franklin’s works reflect this transformation. Announcing the centennial of “Franklin’*; 
Diary, two publications of the year 1830 advertised it as “a trustworthy way to become 
industrious, judicious, popular, virtuous, and happy* by way* of moral perfection. 
Conceived in the year 1730 and placed into the limelight a hundred years later as a 
monument for posterity.” ’̂ During the 1830s and 1840s there were several editions 
of Franldin’s “Golden Litde Treasure Chest, or guidance how one might become 
industrious, virtuous, religious, and happy.”^ “The Way to Wealth,” “the art of 
becoming rich,” and the usefulness of the Autohiograpiy for the young are the themes 
reiterated in the German titles of Franklin’s works published during the Biedermeier 
period. He appears to be the ideal guide for the German middle class of the industrial 
revolution, though he also gave food for thought to Karl Marx in his definition of 
man and in the formulation of his theory* of surplus value.®

If, then, a sampling of German Franklinia up to this point reveals a considerable 
range of perceptions, a more thorough examination of a few particularly remarkable 
co-optations reflecting the transformation of German society during the later nineteenth 
and the twentieth century appears to be called for. To this end, five individuals are 
examined who referred to Franklin prominently in their writings in order to reenforce 
their own agendas and to educate their countrymen. Two of these, Friedrich Kapp 
and Eduard Baumgarten, owe their familiarity with Franklin to extended residence in 
the United States, while the others, Berthold Auerbach, Lujo Brentano, and Max 
Weber, based their views primarily on the literature available to them in Germany. In
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the process, mention will also be made of other writers whose comments throw light 
on the issues raised.

Ernest K. Bramsted has perceptively analyzed the social structure within which 
Berthold Auerbach, a German Jew and popular novelist now most highly regarded for 
his Black Forest village tales, produced his works.** Sketching the years of “Middle- 
Class Superiority; 1850-1870," Bramsted finds that an emphasis on middle-class self- 
reliance and the glorification of labor permeated the works o f Freytag, Spielhagen, 
Auerbach, and Keller, who in turn were indebted to Alberti, Defoe, and Franklin. 
“The virtues that Franklin preached are the specific virtues o f the European middle- 
class . . .  It is significant that the later development o f capitalism in Germany is 
accompanied also by a later reception of Franklin’s doctrines o f  labor and virtue. In 
the liberal moral catechism in Auerbach’s novel Das Landhaus am Khein (1869),” 
Bramsted observes, “a direct reference to Franklin’s model is to be found, whilst the 
description o f modem large-scale commerce in Freytag’s Soliund Habert, although not 
mentioning his name, testifies at least to the spirit o f Franklin’s doctrines.” '̂

Bramsted’s appreciation of Auerbach’s pedagogical intentions is to the {joint as 
far as he goes. But his capsule depiction of Auerbach’s treatment cannot {xjssibly convey 
the magnitude o f Franklin’s presence in this colossal-sentimental tale of a thousand 
pages. Wading through endless idealizations of Rhineland scenery and people, startled 
by improbable co-incidences and bored by stereotypical characterizations, the modern 
reader nevertheless is rewarded by some truly moving and revealing snippets o f social 
history. And these, time and again, are related to Franklin’s appearance in the text. In 
the tutorial relationship o f Erich von Dournay and his charge, Roland Franklin 
Sonnenkamp, the first year o f which extends over the bulk o f the novel, Franklin is 
present in spirit and in person from beginning to end.“  Set in Germany, but 
overshadowed by the misdeeds of Roland’s father as a slaver in America, the novel’s 
plodding narrative is given substance now and then by the introduction of American 
issues, which are usually resolved by reference to Franklinian wisdom and the recitation 
of abolitionist principles.

Setting up the tutorial relationship, Auerbach lets Erich find in his father’s library 
“the first volume o f the beautiful Sparks edition o f Franklin’s works containmg the 
Autobu^aphy and its continuation. Attached to it were a few leaves written in his 
father’s hand.””  In the following pages Auerbach presents his own educational creed, 
formulated by his reading o f  Franklin. To become truly human and a good citizen, the 
student should be advised to emulate Franklin, who shaj)ed himself. Not to Washington, 
but to Franklin leads the string o f the great lights o f humankind— Moses, Jesus, 
Muhamed . . . Spinoza.”  There would not be much beauty in the world if all were 
like Franklin, who “lacks any hint o f romantic airs, but the world would dwell in 
uprighmess, truthfulness, industriousness, and helpfulness.” Franklin is Socrates, he 
radiates benevolent humor, he “is good prose,” he is the first “self-made man,” he was 
“filled with knowledge though no one taught him,” he was “filled with religion though 
he had no church,” he “represents simple and wholesome common sense,” he “is the 
first modern self-made human being.” There is nothing special, exciting, intoxicating, 
mysterious, colorfiil, shining or dazzling in and about him, but he is the spring of life
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essential to all created being. In Auerbach’s ongoing paean the son of the eighteenth 
century—its people without a sense of “ Volksthum" hostile and alien to the historical 
and gradually grown, in the end revolutionary—becomes the epitome of nineteenth- 
century organicism.^* Time and again, Franklin is appealed to for guidance; he appears 
in the student’s dreams, where he is joined by Theodore Parker, whose noble cause 
also brings to the fore the first and ever-so-slight element of doubt in the universality 
of Franklin’s wisdom, linked to the Founding Fathers’ compromise with slavery.^ It is 
in this context that Auerbach introduces Friedrich Kapp, the second in the line of 
German Franklinians presented here.

Kapp is introduced in the context of Roland’s first reading of Unck Tom’s Cabin 
and his disappointment in the consolation of the oppressed by the promise of justice 
in the hereafter. Auerbach praises Kapp’s sober treatment of the slavery issue in his 
carefully researched History o f  Slavery in America, “the publication of which just now 
coincided marvelously with the events of the day.” ’̂ A radical socialist during the 
years before the Revolutions of 1848, Kapp spent twenty years in exile in America, 
and entered, upon his return to Germany in 1870 into a successful career as a politician 
and author, representing national-liberal causes until his untimely death in 1884.^ It 
stands to reason that the Franklin chapter of Kapp’s American memoirs also informed 
his historical introduction to the editions of the Autobiograpfy which also contained 
Auerbach’s preface.

Kapp is representative of the intellecmal emigrant whose views and actions must 
be seen in the context of his experiences and movement in time and place. His 
remarkable professional career and political transformation from revolutionary 
beginnings to national-liberal principles reveals a man who left his mark on both sides 
of the Atlantic. He was vitriolic in his criticism of flaws wherever he perceived them, 
and his writings on the evils of slavery in the United States and of the sale of German 
soldiers by German princes to serve the British in the American Revolutionar)’ War 
remain exemplary to this day. Given the range and depth of his reading and his life 
experience, it is significant that he chose Benjamin Franklin as the model to be emulated. 
His sanguine depiction of Franklin’s life and character must be seen in the light of his 
passion to show what America was losing by neglect, and what Germany stood to gain 
by Franklinian virtues.

Kapp begins his account of Franklin’s life by invoking the “inner kinship” of his 
own Westphalian ancestors with the descendants of English yeomen in New England, 
bridging the gap of fourteen hundred years since the departure of the Angles and 
Saxons from Germany. The name Franklin, he insists, means “Freisasse” and is still 
used in this sense by Chaucer and Spenser. “In Benjamin Franklin there is revealed, 
internally and externally, and in its greatest purity, the ancient Germanic character, 
even though more than fifty' generations separate the rime of his birth from the 
migration of the Angles and Saxons.” ’̂

Owing to this kinship, it was the German historian Friedrich Christoph Schlosser 
who was best among the German (and much better than English and American) 
historians in giving an account of Franklin.^ And like Goethe before him, Kapp 
finds in the character of Justus Moser a parallel to Franklin’s virtues, “the same firm
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historical sense,” “public spirit,” “deft sense of humor,” and “the same heart for his 
p>eople.” '̂ Kapp had gained a good understanding of the sigmficance of Franklin’s 
Puritan roots in the shaping of his economic thought, a topic that will be explored 
further below. For now, however, we should note Kapp’s admonition to his countrymen 
not to view Franklin’s diligence and conscientiousness as the contemptible chase after 
the almighty dollar, but rather to learn from his example. He finds his countrymen far 
behind the materially more developed nations, especially the Americans, in the proper 
understanding of the role of money in the attainment of intellectual and moral ends, 
and he criticizes their reliance on idealistic notions and selfless enthusiasm and their 
mistaken contempt for labor spent in the pursuit of money (which might have been 
spent for good causes). He holds up the Americans as the people who, “though 
expending all their energies in the pursuit of money, become indifferent to the metal 
as such, as soon as they have it, and spend it with open hands to public ends, making 
it serve the common weal.” He cites the great sum given to philanthropy in one year— 
1873— în the United States “not by ‘the luminaries of society,’ but by mostly little 
people grown rich by their own labor,” and he concludes that “no American has 
promoted this great national virtue more than Franklin, and none has contributed to 
the same degree as he in raising it to become a significant part of the national identity. 
He ennobled by his example for all generations to come what his countrymen, in part 
consciously, had already felt and done before him.”*̂  The Franklin essay was evidendy 
written after Kapp’s return to Germany in 1870. It reflects the high esteem in which 
Kapp held the Founding Fathers, but it differs markedly in tone and substance from 
his assessment of American society during the two decades of his stay within it. Many 
of the letters edited by Wehler express contempt for America. Kapp insists, in a letter 
of the year 1856 to his friend Ludwig Feuerbach, “that a German of culture never will 
be able to take root here. The conceited, hypocritical character of the American, arising 
from a Christian Weltanschauung, conflicts direcdy with any kind of sane humanity. 
And, in an earlier letter to Feuerbach, written in 1851, he sharply criticized the flaws 
inherited from England: . .  the religious superstition, which descends to complete 
idiocy, the lack of sensibility for art and of science, and the blockheaded national 
pride.” And in a letter to Eduard Cohen in 1856, he praised the leadership of the 
Founding Fathers who “saved the day” during the Revolutionary War in the face of 
the “worthlessness” of the people, as opposed to the high quality of the people during 
the Civil War as they endured poor leadership that drove the entire country into 
misery.*  ̂ Kapp writes as the well-off emigre who returned to Germany to help his 
people in the transformation to a functioning democracy. For him, Franklin was the 
ideal teacher. It was Franklin’s Poor Richard upon which were modeled “all of the 
significant and famous almanacs,” such as Johann Peter Hebei’s Schats(kdstlein and 
Berthold Auerbach’s Gevattersmann.** Franklin’s life-long contributions as a journalist 
and essayist, including his effective use of the literary feud, humor, ridicule and satire, 
to thoroughly enlighten his readers, are demonstrated by appropriate examples, as is 
his “well-conceived, pleasing, pure, and universally comprehensible style.”'*®

Kapp’s brief summary of Franklin’s life—amounting to hardly fifty pages—gives 
a remarkably accurate account o f his public service. However, with reference to Kapp’s
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“German eyes,” his comparison of Rousseau and Franklin should be noted. Prompted 
by his reading of French critics, who attributed to Franklin’s autobiographical project 
the sole purpose of counteracting the increasing and pernicious impact of Rousseau’s 
confessions on developing youth, an attribution he finds grossly mistaken, Kapp 
examines the two men in depth.**

Kapp begins his comparison of Franklin and Rousseau by f>ointing to “the only 
likeness between them ,. . . their profound and enduring impact on their century as 
writers and human beings.” The rest of the comparison is framed in terms of an 
“irreconcilable contrast” between “sense of duty” on the one hand and “arbitrary 
subjectivism” on the other, between “Germanic and Latin Weltanschauung”*̂  Rousseau 
escapes into “the state of nature,” Franklin seeks to “ennoble” it; the one casts away 
Bildung as an evil, the other seeks it as the highest good. The European wants to 
become the backwoods American, the American, conversely, European. Rousseau, 
“despicably” sentimental, knows only rights, not duties; he erects altars to self-seeking 
sensibility and subordinates justice and morality to the judgment of the greater number, 
the accidental majority'. “Franklin, on the other hand, treats private and public matters 
with the seriousness of the businessman; never the dilettante, he humbly puts his 
whole self . . .  into even the most minute of tasks,” enriching humanity- with his deeds 
to the last day of his life. “Thus his life becomes the apotheosis of duty.” “The more 
deeply we penetrate Rousseau,” Kapp goes on, “the more we are repelled by his often 
despicable sensibility, his inner dishonesty, yes, the deliberate Ipng of this great mind.” 
“The longer we remain with Franklin,” Kapp finds, “the more we are attracted by 
him, the better we like him because of his energy, his inexhaustible benevolence and 
his refreshing pleasantry.” Looking at Rousseau’s disciples and followers, who lack 
their master’s talents, we are left with “literary or social gypsies, v-ain moralists, or 
political terrorists, radical Biedermeier o r  untruthful scroundrels,” whereas those who 
emulate Franklin, even those who are lacking in intellectual distinction, must yet be 
valued as “honorable citizens,” “quietly industrious,” “the neighbor eager to help,” 
“the benevolent friend,” and the “patriot who will not shy away from any sacrifice.” In 
a fit of pertinent “self-revelation,” Kapp concludes, Rousseau once called himself “half 
ne’er-do-well, half hero. Franklin did not need to tell the world what and who he 
was.”** But Kapp does not fail to cite Franklin’s own “self revelation,” expressed in the 
context of his successful work as a diplomat on the international stage, reporting him 
as saying: “My honesty was my only finesse.”*’  Much as Kapp did justice to the 
greamess of Franklin, he apparently was not sufficiently immunized by his twenty- 
years o f exile in America to resist the nationalist temptations of the German 
Griinderjahre, and he thus gave to his countrymen, in tandem with Auerbach’s 
idealization, a Germanic Franklin, captive to a droning sense of duty but without the 
liberating rascality, a significant omission indeed.

A somewhat different Franklin emerges from another pair of Franklinians, for 
whom he became the subject of academic controversy. One of them, Lujo Brentano 
(1844-1931), scion of the literary clan and prominent economist of the New Historical 
School, has finally- come to be noted in the United States as well.*® The other. Max 
Weber (1864-1920), for most of his life a respectful junior to Brentano’s eminence.
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has by now himself become a bonafide eminence in the field of sociology in Germany 
and in the United States. Their dispute over Franklin arose in the context of the still 
ongoing controversy over Weber’s groundbreaking essays o f the years 1904-5 on “The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.” '̂

Seen in the context of Wilhelmian Germany—^united and yet marked by the 
fissures of historical and religious divisions, riding prosperity, driven by nationalist 
and imperialist ambition, beset by social tension, and edging closer and closer to 
international conflict—these two men are exemplary representatives of the German 
professoriate at its best, though they, too, in the end were drawn into the ugly disputes 
over war-guUt recriminations. Their disagreement over the place of Franklin in the 
origins of modern capitalism throws light on many facets of that scholarly controversy, 
as well as on the gradual transformation of Franklin’s reception in Germany. Both 
Brentano and Weber refer frequendy to Franklin in building their respective cases, 
though it must be remembered that the 1920 edition of Weber’s essays cited below 
was revised to take account of the criticism that had arisen since their original 
publication, and that the extensive notes added in 1920 contain a point-by-point 
refutation of Brentano’s criticism. What then, in brief, was Weber’s view of Franklin? 
What was Brentano’s response, and how did Weber deal with this response and those 
of others?

Franklin appears in the beginning of the second chapter of Weber’s essay, where 
he is cited at length in the initial definition of “the spirit o f capitalism.” In order to 
give a “provisional description” of the “object” to be analj’zed and historically explained, 
Weber turns “to a document of that spirit which contains in almost classical purity 
what we are looking for, and at the same time has the advantage of being free from all 
direct relationship to religion, being thus, for our purpose, free of preconceptions.”^ 
Weber’s extensive citation is actually taken from two sources, the “Necessary Hints to 
Those That Would Be Rich” of I??."} and the “Advice to a Young Tradesman” of 
1748.”  Weber points out that Franklin’s utilitarian “virtues” were satiri2ed in Ferdinand 
Kurnberger’s “clever and malicious Potfrait o f  American Culture',' published in 1855, 
“well known” as “an imaginative paraphrase of Lenau’s impressions of America,” and 
constituting an “incomparable . . . document of the (now long-since blurred-over) 
difference between the German and the American outlook,” i.e., the lingering German 
medieval mysticism vs. the “Puritan capitalistic valuation of action.””  Impatient with 
the German distortion as “pure hypocrisy” of “the virtues professed by Americanism”— 
a view epitomized by Kiirnbetger’s shocking phrase “out of cattle one makes tallow, 
out of humans, mone/’ *̂—W'eber stresses “virtue and proficiency in a calling” in the 
legal pursuit of money as “the real Alpha and Omega of Franklin’s ethic, as expressed 
in the passages quoted, as well as in all his works without exception.””  For Weber, the 
entire issue boils down to “rational conduct based on the idea of the calling,” which 
“was born. . .  from the spirit of Christian asceticism.””  In his extensive and explicit 
refutation of Weber’s views, Lujo Brentano insists that Franklin’s life and teaching are 
for him evidence of the correcmess of his own apprehension. Weber allowed himself 
to be misled by Kiimberger’s characterization of American culture, “a characterization 
spraying venom,” in Weber’s own words, into a gross distortion of Franklin.” Accusing
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both Sombart and Weber of depicting the urge for profit as basically irrational and 
unnatural in view of the human need for happiness and general utility, Brentano 
rejects Weber’s portrait of the Calvinistic disciplining— î.e., “rationalization”—of life 
into an “irrational conduct of life” as the key to capitalist development. He finds that 
Weber actually contradicts himself when, after attributing such irrationality to Franklin, 
he later establishes the “overcoming of the status naturae and of the irrational drives” 
as the precondition for the education of humankind “to strive for money and ever 
more money.””  By insisting upon ethically colored maxims of life as the sine qua non 
of the spirit of capitalism, Weber, in Brentano’s reading, denies its very existence before 
as well as after Calvin.“  Speaking shortly after Weber’s death, and acknowledging 
fully his contribution to the study of the relations between religion and social theory, 
R. H. Tawney nevertheless found Btentano’s criticism of Weber’s excesses for the most 
part sound.*’’

The sophistication and depth of the discussion carried on by Weber and Brentano 
in their disagreement over Franklin’s role in the rise of capitalism gains significance in 
the light of the progressive deterioration of Werner Sombart’s scholarship in addressing 
the issues. Sombart’s effort, in his Die Juden und das Wirtschajisleben, to redirect Weber’s 
thesis by deriving Puritanism from Judaism was doomed to fail because of his 
compulsive hostility to capitalism. Writing at a time that wimessed an increasingly 
virulent form of anti-Semitism in Germany, Sombart found his work praised for his 
courage in publishing it as well as criticized for his lack of discretion in doing so. 
Viewed in the context of his intellectual biography, with its end station in the fascist 
camp, Sombart’s rigorous scholarship, his insistence upon abstaining from “value 
judgments” in his examination of “The contribution of the Jews to Modem Economic 
Life,” “The aptitude of the Jews for Modern Capitalism,” and “the Origin of the 
Jewish Genius,” entailing “the race problem” and “the vicissitudes of the Jewish people,” 
is open to question. Sombart’s scholarly study, together with subsequent publications, 
was to lend itself to the worst possible abuses by the propagandists of a later day.“  
Whereas Sombart’s treatment of the issues raised by Weber demeans Franklin’s capitalist 
virtues, Brentano’s disagreement with Weber over their roots in the long run enhanced 
the Philadelphian’s stature.

Introducing the publications resulting from the 1993 Washington symposium 
on the Weber thesis, Guenther Roth regrets that “Weber”s reading of Benjamin Franklin 
as representing the spirit of capitalism” was not part of the meeting’s agenda.*’ The 
Lehmann-Roth volume provides most valuable insists; it confirms some of the findings 
presented in this paper, it helped tie some of the strands together, and it opened new 
vistas. Roth confirms and sharpens Brentano’s critique of Weber, in particular Weber’s 
reading of Franklin as a “secularized Puritan” who “would subscribe to an ultimately 
irrational ethic.”“  Roth establishes a connection between Weber and Friedrich Kapp’s 
“exuberant apologia” of Franklin, observing that “Weber visited Kapp’s estate at age 
16”—that is, 1880—and that he “must have known Kapp’s Franklin interpretation.”*’ 
And, most valuable of all, Roth introduced Eduard Baumgarten, who rounds out this 
survey of German eyes beholding Benjamin Franklin. Baumgarten was a nephew of 
Max Weber who lived in the United States from 1924 until 1929 and lectured and
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wrote about Franklin after his return to Germany. His keen analysis of Weber’s 
misreading of Franklin, of Weber’s “not getting the jokes,” provides food for thought 
about the tragic transformation of Germany that was taking place during the very 
year that Baumgarten’s Franklin lecture was delivered: 1933.“  Baumgarten 
demonstrates considerable familiarity with the nuances of American life and a profound 
grasp of Benjamin Franklin’s significance. The stated objective of Baumgarten’s lecture 
is to answer the question, what is “the American concept of community”?*’ The 
p>erson who epitomizes colonial community life is Benjamin Franklin, who provides 
the key to answering the question and reveals himself in the process as a precursor of 
American philosophical Pragmatism.*® Baumgarten refuses to deal with the caricature 
of the American pragmatic style that is commonplace in Germany. Rather, he seeks to 
establish an inner relationship with its “p>ositive content” by way of its “original” 
representative, Benjamin Franklin, “the first American self-made man.”*’ Baumgarten 
bemoans the “barbaric-dark instructions” drawn in Germany from Franklin’s “merry 
arsenal,” which miss the “literally Mark Twainian jest behind them” and present Franklin 
“instead as the arch representative of the ascetic economic ethos” and thus, “in short 
(with Max Weber) . . .  as the intellectual father o f modern ‘rational’ enterprise 
capitalism.” In reality, there was not even the slightest hint of such an attitude in 
Franklin, who did not raise the rational pursuit of money to an “inhuman end in 
itself,” but, exactly to the contrary, considered it a means to the independent and 
happy life of a “specifically uncapitalistic” consumer.™

It is remarkable that Baum garten, in 1933, turned to H erder’s in itial 
Humanitdtsbrief as confirmation of his Franklin interpretation. Herder, according to 
Baumgarten, loved Franklin because of his rootedness in reality as opposed to the 
aesthetic soaring of classical Bildung represented by Schiller. But Baumgarten takes 
issue with Herder’s proclamation that “Philadelphia can be anywhere,” holding that 
the colonial world of Franklin cannot be transplanted to Weimar, and that, from the 
vantage point of 1933, Schiller was the realist and Herder the one who “nourished a 
utopian hof>e in his love for Franklin.” Herder, Baumgarten continues, “would have 
been taken aback by Franklin’s Humanitdt as it unfolded from his principle of 
community.” The remainder of Baumgarten’s lecture to his countrjTnen boils down 
to a patient civics lesson on the vital imp>ortance of tolerance in political discourse, 
with Franklin as the teacher.’ *

On the basis of Franklin’s career, Baumgarten demonstrates the importance and 
effectiveness of “Socratic imcertainty” as method, of the communal experiencing of 
truth as preferable to its manifest possession, and of the utility of compromise based 
on toleration, the acceptance of flaws, and the appearance of unanimity. Baumgarten 
doubts whether Herder would have been comfortable in this Frankliman atmosphere 
of appearance and compromise, of pragmatic “truth in-becoming,” and of such truth 
not as a “lesser evil,” but as “elastic” wisdom.’  ̂ Denouncing the “deification of 
objectivity” prevalent in Germany and criticizing as “superficial” the German 
understanding of the “American game of civility” as a form of dishonesty, Baumgarten 
arrives at the equation that, in America, “to be truthful means to be of good will.” And 
here we are led by Baumgarten back to the young Franklin’s rules for the Junto, and to
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the old Franklin’s Remarks Concerning the Savages o f  North America, stressing the 
importance of “talking with one another” and of accepting one another’s truth.’ ’

All of the major figures sketched in this essay with respect mainly to their reception 
of Franklin’s virtues had departed by the dme the “German Catastrophe” of the 
twentieth century unfolded, except for one, Eduard Baumgarten. Lessing, Kant, Herder 
and Goethe, Schubart and Forster, Auerbach and Kapp, Brentano and Weber, all of 
them were taken by the uncomplicated clarity and the “can do” cleverness of the most 
famous of all the American ambassadors to a Europe in the throes of the Enlightenment 
Baumgarten, overcome by the sober power of American Pragmatism, which he saw 
anticipated by Franklin’s world view, upon his return to Europe, was compelled to 
face a Germany that was abandoning the noble idealism of its past, embracing a brutal 
totalitarian pragmatism varnished by an empty ideolog)'.

Retrospect cannot fully reveal the difficulties faced by an adherent of John Dewey 
seeking a professorial appointment in Nazi German)^. In the introduction to his Learning 

Dew^?: ]ohn Deu/gi und die Deutsche Pddagogie 1900-2000, Stefan Bittner suggests 
that the v e r y  tide of his book evokes an image of fire and w’ater, of the collision of 
disparate elements, and he concludes that, on the face of it, American pragmatism 
and German idealism are mutually exclusive and incompatible.’  ̂ In a subchapter 
entitled “Eduard Baumgarten: Zwischen Demokratie und Diktatur,” Bittner presents 
a man whose record is clouded by ambiguity, who after World War II was suspected of 
National Socialist ties as well as celebrated as one of the few scholars competent to 
deal with American philosophy and ways o f thought.”  Bittner suggests that 
Baumgarten, who in 1933 had presented Franklin to his countrymen as a teacher of 
democracy, and who, in the same year, had been denounced to the newly established 
regime by Heidegger because of his Amerikanismus and his association with a Jewish 
professor, during the years of the National Socialist dictatorship manipulated Dewey’s 
wntings to align them with the needs of the brutal pragmatism that had taken control. 
Notwithstanding his hateful allusion to Professor Frankel’s Jewishness, Safranski does 
not consider Heidegger anti-Semitic in terms of the “ideological madness” of the 
National Socialists. It seems here that it was R'sxvmgzxX&ds Amerikanismus, his attribtuion 
of democratic virtues to a power which for Heidegger stood, with Russia, “in the 
avant garde of the deplorable race for technological superiority,” which made him 
persona non grata in the Heideggerian philosophical universe.”  Men of brilliance 
and method, with world-wide reputations and connections, such as Sombart and 
Heidegger, who genuinely abhorred American style capitalism and democracy, and 
who did not have use for a man such as Benjamin Franklin and his German advocates, 
shored up the Hitler regime immensely, even if  their support was brief, intermittent, 
and wavering. But the fact that Baumgarten’s 1933 Franklin lecture could be republished 
in Germany in 1937 under the title Benjam in Franklin— D er L^hrmeister d er  
amerikanischen Revolution, suggests that, though distorted, the continuity of Franklin’s 
impact on Germany could not even be broken during those dark years.

To the “German eyes” of this observer, the many faces of Franklin co-opted 
selectively over time by German authors to satisfy German needs were not so much 
masks misapprehended. Rather, they were representative of a creed lived out by a truly
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many-sided man, appealing to moments in German history. It is saddening to realize 
that the very best o f  Franklin was revealed to Germany by Baumgarten at a time when 
Germans were most blind to it  It is troubling to conclude that Baumgarten himself, 
like so many others, was compelled to make his peace with the regime while it lasted. 
But his sustained championing o f  Dewey and American Pragmatism in the decades 
following the war, in line with his conviction o f  Franklin’s anticipation o f the movement, 
is currently yielding rich fruit in the Dewey renaissance in Germany that, by extension, 
may also be looked at as yet another chapter o f  the German Franklin reception.™
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